
Large bags of Contrecoeur ordered in advance,

and everything Runs smoothly on the farm.

Then when you have the space, why not!

Better on-farm organization – Product quality



WITH A GOOD PREPARATION AND SYNAGRI’S EARLY FERTILIZER DELIVERY PROGRAM, 
EVERYTHING RUNS SMOOTHLY 

AT JOSEPH GOULET ET FILS INC. FARM (L’ASSOMPTION, QC)

WHY PUT OFF UNTIL SPRING WHAT CAN BE DONE IN WINTER?

That you like being in advance, or that you have the bad habit to be last minute, read the

following text to see how easy it is to get prepared for spring with Synagri’s Early Fertilizer

Delivery Program. Oh, and don't forget to contact your Synagri representative or agent as soon as

possible for more information in order to benefit from the discounts of our Program! 😊 It's over

here👉 to join them: https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

A GOOD ORGANIZATION AND IT’S IN THE BAG!

Jean-Philippe Goulet, from Joseph Goulet et Fils Inc. Farm located in l’Assomption (QC), is a fan of

early deliveries since a few years. Indeed, with a dairy farm which runs all year long and that also

cultivates corn, soy and wheat, the producer believes that it truly helps him organize and prepare.

However, in 2020, with the arrival of the pandemic, Jean-Philippe Goulet not only ordered in

advance, based on his plots, but he also had his fertilizer bags delivered earlier, around February.

With the collaboration of his sales representative Viviane Tremblay, the producer could then

benefit from the discounts derived from Synagri’s Program. Moreover, he quickly realized the

convenience of being able to fill his spreader as soon as he was ready. Indeed, without any

waiting, he could simply take the bags that were stored in his large garage and stacked on pallets.

In addition, he also noticed that the quality of the products was better, because by being bagged

in optimal conditions, the fertilizer remains dryer that way.

WHEN WE HAVE ROOM, WHY NOT?

Luckily, Jean-Philippe Goulet already had room in his garage, so he only had to organize it

logically. Indeed, as he was in advance, he could think of a way to organize the bags according to

the types of formula and their order of use. As a result, we could say that his only investment was

in terms of time, and the latter greatly paid off in the spring. In brief, when we can afford it,

Synagri’s Early Fertilizer Delivery Program becomes unavoidable.

A special thanks to Joseph Goulet et Fils Inc. Farm for this great testimony!

https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

